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FRAGILE

Vocabulary SpotlightName: ______________________________  

Definition:

These signs are typically on a box or package and 
they warn people to handle the package with care 

because the object(s) inside is fragile.

Trace it:

Write it:

Use it in a sentence:

There is glass in that box, so it should be 

labeled                    .

FRAGILE



Say it:
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NOW HIRING

Vocabulary SpotlightName: ______________________________  

Definition:

This sign is seen at the front window of a business 
that is currently accepting applications and 

interviewing for an open position.

Trace it:

Write it:

Use it in a sentence:

That business is                    .  I should go 

apply for a job!

NOW HIRING



Say it:
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HEALTH GRADE

Vocabulary SpotlightName: ______________________________  

Definition:

This sign is seen at restaurants and tells customers if 
they follow health codes or need improvement.

Trace it:

Write it:

Use it in a sentence:

The restaurant next door is clean and has a 

good                    posted on their door.

HEALTH GRADE

A



Say it:
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HANDICAP ACCESS

Vocabulary SpotlightName: ______________________________  

Definition:

This sign directs people with disabilities to designated 
parking or  routes to access an area or building with 

ease.

Trace it:

Write it:

Use it in a sentence:

The building has a                    ramp on 

the left side.

HANDICAP ACCESS



Say it:
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MENU

Vocabulary SpotlightName: ______________________________  

Definition:

This sign allows customers to pick items to order 
from and see pricing for.

Trace it:

Write it:

Use it in a sentence:

I will look at the                    first to 

decide what I am going to order.

MENU



Say it:
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EMPLOYEES ONLY

Vocabulary SpotlightName: ______________________________  

Definition:

This sign tells people that only staff are allowed in a 
certain room or area.

Trace it:

Write it:

Use it in a sentence:

This room is for                    , 

customers are not allowed in.

EMPLOYEES ONLY

Employees
Only
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INFORMATION

Vocabulary SpotlightName: ______________________________  

Definition:

This sign directs people to a booth with and employee 
that can answer customer’s questions and give them 

directions to an area they need to go to.

Trace it:

Write it:

Use it in a sentence:

I can go to the                    booth if I 

can’t find where I need to go.

INFORMATION

i



Say it:
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VACANCY

Vocabulary SpotlightName: ______________________________  

Definition:

This sign lets potential customers know that rooms 
are available to rent for the night at a hotel or motel.

Trace it:

Write it:

Use it in a sentence:

The hotel still has                    , let’s get a 

room before it gets booked!

VACANCY

VACANCY



Say it:
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ADVERTISEMENT

Vocabulary SpotlightName: ______________________________  

Definition:

These are paid signs that direct you to a business 
that is in the building, or they are exposure for a 

business.

Trace it:

Write it:

Use it in a sentence:

I saw an                     for a deal on cell 

phone plans.

ADVERTISEMENT

Store
Ad



Say it:
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DETOUR

Vocabulary SpotlightName: ______________________________  

Definition:

This sign will direct people a different way to get to 
another area when an area is under construction or 

not safe.

Trace it:

Write it:

Use it in a sentence:

The ramp was damaged, to there was a 

                   to another ramp nearby.

DETOUR

DETOUR



Say it:
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PRICE

Vocabulary SpotlightName: ______________________________  

Definition:

Most products have a they are a sign, tag or sticker 
attached to the product stating how much it costs.

Trace it:

Write it:

Use it in a sentence:

You can find the                    of the 

product by looking at the sticker.

PRICE

$5.99
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WATCH YOUR STEP

Vocabulary SpotlightName: ______________________________  

Definition:

This sign warns people to be cautious when taking a 
step over a bump or stairs that may be hard to see, 

in order to avoid tripping and falling.

Trace it:

Write it:

Use it in a sentence:

                     , there is a bump in the 

floor that is hard to see.

WATCH YOUR STEP

Watch 
Your Step


